
Your Generosity Will Go a Long Way!
$5,500
cost to provide an entire day of meals
*half Day of Meals also available

700+ people
you will provide meals to, in just one day!

10 team members
will help prepare, cook & serve meals

Why Provide a Day of Meals?
be helping hands
Your team will work UGM’s frontlines, preparing, 
cooking, and serving meals to hundreds of people 
struggling with poverty, homelessness, and addiction.

experience the frontline
Receive an exclusive tour of UGM’s purpose-built 
facility. You’ll learn about UGM’s rich history, and 
experience firsthand the programs your partnership 
is supporting.

meet the community
With each plate you serve, you’ll meet inspiring 
individuals who exemplify just how significant 
your sponsorship is. You’re also invited to join the 
community for a meal.

engage your team
When your company visits UGM, you’re not just 
connecting with us. Your team meaningfully engages 
with one another, building trust and deepening 
relationships.

receive brand recognition
Your generous sponsorship won’t go unnoticed! Your 
company will be recognized in our dining room on your 
Day of Meals, online at UGM.ca, and on social media.

union gospel mission

A Day of Meals
Good for the Community, Good for Your Business

“I’ll never forget my first meal at 
UGM. I’d never seen anything like it 
before at a shelter. The staff were so 
friendly that I wanted to help clean 
up a little bit to show my gratitude. 
The cooks really went out of their 
way, because they had a huge heart 
for people.” 

– mike, a&d recovery
program alumnus



Day of Meals Dates in 2023

If you’re passionate about feeding hope 
and changing lives, partnering with UGM to 
provide a Day of Meals does just that!

Your business can provide over 700 
nourishing meals to Vancouver’s most 
vulnerable. This is where hope-filled 
connections are formed, and where lifelong 
transformation begins. Thank you for your 
consideration! 

Because days are booked on a first come, 
first served basis, opportunities fill up 
quickly. Book today while spots are still 
available! 

For more information, and to book your 
Day of Meals in 2023:

corporategiving@ugm.ca
604.215.5441 ext 380

A Donor’s Heart: 
Why We Participate

“Taking part in the UGM “Day of Meals” 
is a wonderful way for the team at B.A. 
Robinson to give back to the community 
and those who need our support the most. 
We enthusiastically partner with UGM and 
volunteer our time in the hope of making a 
small yet positive impact.”

- shea robinson, president

Volunteer Times

Experience the inspiring impact of your support!

9:30pm - 12:00pm
Serving Lunch | 4 people

1:00pm - 3:00pm
Preparing Dinner | 2 people

5:00pm - 7:30pm 
Serving Dinner | 4 people

 

Wednesday
NOVEMBER 8

Tuesday
NOVEMBER 28

Friday
DECEMBER 1
*Half Day




